Effects of enzyme replacement therapy on pain and health related quality of life in patients with Fabry disease: data from FOS (Fabry Outcome Survey)
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Background: Fabry disease is an X linked lysosomal storage disease caused by deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme α-galactosidase A. This leads to accumulation of globotriaosylceramide in nearly all tissues, including the blood vessels, kidney, myocardium, and nervous system. Symptoms often begin in childhood and include acroparasthesia, with burning or tingling pain that spreads from the extremities to more proximal sites.

Aims: This study set out to evaluate pain and its influence on quality of life in patients with Fabry disease receiving enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with agalsidase alfa.

Methods: Data were obtained from the Fabry Outcome Survey. Pain was measured using the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI), and health-related quality of life (HRQoL) was documented with the European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EQ-5D).

Results: The mean (SD) score for "pain at its worst" on the BPI prior to ERT was 5.1 (2.7). One year after commencement of ERT, this had improved by 0.5, and improved by a further 0.6 after 2 years (p < 0.05). Similar statistically significant improvements were seen for "pain on average" and "pain now" after 2 years of ERT. The mean HRQoL utility score prior to ERT was 0.66 (0.32). After 12 months of treatment with agalsidase alfa, this had improved to 0.74 (0.26; p < 0.05); this improvement was maintained after 2 years.

Conclusions: ERT with agalsidase alfa significantly reduces pain and improves quality of life in patients with Fabry disease.

Fabry disease (Anderson–Fabry disease; OMIM 301 500) is a metabolic disorder with X linked inheritance and an estimated incidence of 1:40 000 to 1:117 000 in hemizygous males.1,2 It is caused by deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme α-galactosidase A and leads to the accumulation of the enzyme substrate, globotriaosylceramide (Gb3). With increasing age, Gb3 accumulates throughout the body, and deposition can be found in nearly all tissues.

The clinical onset of Fabry disease is typically during childhood or adolescence, with signs and symptoms including acroparasthesia, diminished sweating, and gastrointestinal complaints.3 A high percentage of patients with Fabry disease also suffers from pain resulting from small fibre neuropathy,4–9 which is known from other conditions to have an impact on quality of life (QoL).4–6 Ultimately, the storage of Gb3 leads to reduced organ function, including renal insufficiency, which may progress to end stage renal disease.10–12 Patients often develop hypertrophic cardiomypathy and valvular abnormalities, and may suffer myocardial infarction.13–16 In addition, transient ischaemic attacks or stroke are common, especially in older patients with Fabry disease.17–19 In untreated hemizygous males, life expectancy is reduced; there is a steep decline in survival after the age of 35 years, with death occurring within the fifth decade of life for the majority of patients.7

Until recently, women with a deleterious mutation in the gene for α-galactosidase A were not considered to be patients, but were regarded merely as carriers. In the last few years, however, several studies have shown that women are also affected by Fabry disease, although usually less severely than men.19–25 These findings can be explained by the concept of random X inactivation.26,27 In females, one X chromosome in each cell is randomly switched "on" and one is switched "off". Thus, heterozygote females are mosaics, with different cells in the body expressing either the normal or the disease carrying gene.27

Since 2001, it has been possible to replace the enzyme missing in patients with Fabry disease by infusion of enzyme preparations. Within the European Union, two products are approved for the treatment of Fabry disease: agalsidase alfa (Replagal; TKT Europe-5S) and agalsidase beta (Fabrazyme; Genzyme Corp.). Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with agalsidase alfa has been shown to be effective in improving renal pathology and cardiac function, and in reducing the severity of neuropathic pain and improving pain related QoL.28–30 QoL measures have become increasingly important in recent years. They are useful for understanding the impact both of a disease and of its treatment on a patient’s functioning and wellbeing.29,30 Thus, they allow measurement and quantification of the outcome of healthcare interventions.31 Only a few authors have specifically evaluated the effects of Fabry disease on QoL.32–34 These evaluations, carried out in male patients, have shown that health related QoL (HRQoL) is impaired compared with the general population, and is more severely impaired than in patients with another lysosomal storage disease, Gaucher disease.35 However, neither of these studies included female patients.
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Evaluating quality of life in FOS

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) Quality of Life Working Group, QoL is defined as an individual’s perception of their position in life. This has to be seen in the context of the culture and value system in which the person lives. Furthermore, it must be related to the individual’s goals, expectations, standards, and concerns. To evaluate an item of such complexity would appear unfeasible. The WHO definition of health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease” has similar practical limitations. The concept of HRQoL has therefore been established. Instruments that aim to measure HRQoL are designed solely to measure QoL with respect to an individual’s health state.

There are several instruments available to measure HRQoL. One of these is the European Quality of Life questionnaire (Euro-QOL; EQ-5D), which covers five dimensions: mobility, pain/discomfort, self care, anxiety/depression, and usual activities. Each dimension comprises three levels (no problems, some/moderate problems, extreme problems). The questionnaire is designed for self completion and is responsive to interventional treatments.

Evaluating pain in FOS

The Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) contains a series of questions relating to pain and its interference with life. Each question can be answered by circling a number between 0 and 10. According to the scoring of “pain at its worst” the patients can be assigned to one of three groups: a pain score of 1–4 is ascribed to mild pain, a score of 5–6 is defined as moderate pain, and a score of 7–10 represents severe pain. Like the EQ-5D, the BPI is validated for different languages. It was developed to measure pain and its influence on life. Although the BPI was primarily designed to measure pain in patients with cancer, it has become widely accepted in different healthcare settings where the impact of pain has to be recorded. Finally, the BPI has been shown to be responsive to interventional treatments.

Data sample and statistics

The data presented here result from evaluations at baseline and after a mean (SD) of 12 (3) months and 24 (3) months of treatment with agalsidase alfa. Baseline values are taken as the value reported up to 6 months preceding or up to 3 months after the onset of ERT with agalsidase alfa. In FOS, patients are asked to fill out both the EQ-5D and BPI questionnaires regularly. For this evaluation, we excluded children enrolled in FOS, as reliable reference data for the EQ-5D and BPI are only available for adults.

Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, Student’s t test and Spearman’s rank correlation were used where appropriate. Numbers are presented as mean (SD).

RESULTS

HRQoL

Prior to ERT, the mean EQ-5D utility score was 0.66 (0.32) (n = 120; 47 women, 73 men), with no difference observed in utility score between sexes. The EQ-5D utility scores were significantly lower than those reported for the normal UK population, matched for age and sex (p<0.05; table 1).

Information was available from 59 patients (20 women, 39 men) prior to ERT and after 1 year of treatment. These patients had a mean (SD) EQ-5D score of 0.64 (0.32) at baseline. After 12 months of treatment with agalsidase alfa,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Median and mean European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EQ-5D) utility scores at baseline in 120 patients with Fabry disease compared with data from the normal UK population*.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D utility score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (10th to 90th percentile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients (n = 120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women (n = 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (n = 73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05 difference between patients with Fabry disease and UK reference data.
this had improved significantly (0.74 (0.26), p<0.05; fig 1) and no longer differed from the reference data for the normal UK population. No differences were found between men and women (data not shown). On the pain/discomfort dimension of the EQ-5D, 14 patients reported no problems, 37 reported moderate problems, and 8 reported extreme problems at baseline. An improvement on this scale occurred after 1 year of treatment with agalsidase alfa, with 21 patients reporting no problems, 36 reporting moderate problems, and 2 reporting extreme problems.

For 28 patients (four women, 24 men), longitudinal data were available for two consecutive years of ERT. The mean (SD) EQ-5D score prior to ERT in these patients was 0.50 (0.32). The significant improvement seen after 1 year was maintained after 2 years of treatment with agalsidase alfa in this group (fig 2), and, likewise, the EQ-5D score after 2 years did not differ significantly from the scores for the UK reference population.

On the pain/discomfort dimension of the EQ-5D, 1 patient had reported no problems at baseline, 21 had reported moderate problems, and 6 had reported extreme problems. Following 2 years of treatment with agalsidase alfa, 9 of these patients now reported no problems, 18 reported moderate problems, and 2 reporting extreme problems.

### Pain

BPI scores prior to the initiation of ERT with agalsidase alfa are shown in table 2. The mean BPI score for “pain at its worst” was 5.1 (2.7) and the mean score for “pain at its least” was 2.1 (2.5). Before beginning ERT, patients reported that in the previous 24 hours pain interfered most with general activity (3.3 (3.1)) and mood (3.3 (3.2)), and least with walking ability (2.5 (3.1)) and sleep (2.5 (3.2)).

After a mean duration of 12 months of ERT with agalsidase alfa, 41 patients completed the questionnaire. “Pain on average”, “pain now” and “pain at its worst” had improved (mean scores had decreased by 0.6, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively); however, this was not statistically significant. The mean value for “pain at its least” did not change (fig 3).

At baseline, “pain on average” had been reported as none in 4 patients, mild in 21, moderate in 9, and severe in 7. Following 1 year of treatment with agalsidase alfa, “pain on average” was reported as none in 8 patients, mild in 20, moderate in 10 and severe in 3.

The effects of 2 years of ERT with agalsidase alfa on mean BPI scores are shown in fig 4 for the 20 patients followed longitudinally over this period. Values for “pain on average” decreased by 0.7 after 1 year and by a further 0.9 after 2 years of treatment. “Pain now” decreased by 0.9 after 1 year and by a further 0.4 after 2 years of treatment. For “pain at its worst” the decrease was 0.5 during the first year and 0.6 during the second year of treatment. All these changes between baseline and 2 years were statistically significant (p<0.05; fig 4). Although the mean score for “pain at its least” decreased by 0.5 and 0.3 after 1 and 2 years, respectively, these changes were not statistically significant. At baseline, “pain on average” had been reported as mild in 10 patients, moderate in 5, and severe in 5. Following 2 years of treatment with agalsidase alfa, “pain on average” was moderate in 5, and severe in 5.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPI dimension</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain at its worst</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5.1 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain at its least</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2.1 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain on average</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.1 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain now</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>2.9 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference of pain with:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General activity</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3.3 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3.3 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking ability</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.5 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal work</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>3.4 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social relations</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>2.7 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.5 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment of life</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3.0 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 114 patients completed the questionnaire, although not all patients answered all questions.
reported as none in 4 patients, mild in 12, moderate in 3, and severe in 1.

Relationship between HRQoL and pain
At baseline, there was a statistically significant negative correlation between the EQ-5D and all dimensions of the BPI (fig 5). There was no correlation between pain or EQ-5D score and age.

DISCUSSION
QoL is impaired in patients with Fabry disease prior to treatment with ERT. In the current study, the EQ-5D scores of patients with Fabry disease at baseline were found to be significantly decreased compared with age and sex matched control data from the UK population. Compared with other patient groups who have completed this questionnaire, patients with Fabry disease were found to score slightly worse on the EQ-5D than those who have undergone liver transplantation and women with breast cancer; however, patients who have undergone kidney transplantation and those with lung cancer show a worse HRQoL.

After 12 months of treatment with agalsidase alfa, QoL improved significantly in patients with Fabry disease, with no differences observed between men and women. Importantly, the improvement was maintained after 24 months of treatment. In contrast, EQ-5D scores decrease with age in the normal population and in untreated patients with Fabry disease.

Similar to other questionnaires that generate a generic index of health states, such as the Short Form-36, the EQ-5D has some limitations. It was established to detect and to measure changes in HRQoL reported by the patient and thus does not provide an objective measure with which to detect an improvement or deterioration in health state. Therefore, improvement of HRQoL does not imply improvement in an individual’s physical health state, but an improvement in the patient’s perception of their health state. Several reports have described improvements in different organ systems under ERT, but it is unclear whether these are reflected by improvements in the patient’s perception of health. Measures of HRQoL, or so called “patient reported outcomes”, have become useful and important tools in evaluating healthcare interventions. Such tools are likely to be important in evaluating therapy in Fabry disease, as there are no biomarkers of disease severity in this condition.

Before treatment with agalsidase alfa, the pain reported by patients with Fabry disease was, on average, categorised as moderate (mean (SD) BPI score, 5.1 (2.7)); however, the term “moderate pain” is unlikely to reflect the whole burden of the pain experienced by patients with Fabry disease. The statistically significant negative correlation between pain and the EQ-5D score illustrates that this moderate pain affects HRQoL and thus has a major impact in patients with Fabry disease.

Scores for “pain on average”, “pain now”, and “pain at its worst” on the BPI improved, but not significantly, following 1 year of treatment with agalsidase alfa. However, after 2 years of treatment, there was a significant improvement in all three scores.

Several questionnaires, in particular the BPI, have been accepted as useful tools for evaluating pain. Nevertheless, there may still be concerns about using such purely subjective instruments. A more objective measure of pain evaluation is quantitative sensory testing, as used by Dütsch et al to evaluate heat pain perception in patients with Fabry disease. This group presented 25 stimuli of different intensity up to 49°C to patients with Fabry disease and asked the patients to grade their response to the stimulus on a visual analogue scale ranging from 0 (no discomfort or pain) to 10 (most discomfort or pain). Their findings clearly indicated impaired Aδ, and, to a lesser extent, C nerve fibre function in patients with Fabry disease. These findings could explain the lack of improvement of neuropathic pain in some patients in our cohort, as it is unlikely that pain perception via structurally damaged nerve fibres can be improved. Additionally, these findings provide support for early ERT in order to prevent irreversible structural damage to nerve tissue.
CONCLUSION

Fabry disease has a major effect on QoL. Patients with Fabry disease show significantly lower EQ-5D scores compared with normative population data. ERT with agalsidase alfa (Replagal) significantly improves QoL in patients after 1 year of treatment. These promising results were sustained after 2 years of ERT. Pain is a major contributor to the decreased QoL in Fabry disease, and “pain on average”, “pain now”, and “pain at its worst”, as measured by the BPI, were all significantly reduced after 2 years of ERT with agalsidase alfa.
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